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XO_Gleisen says:
@ ::gets in the TL and heads up to Operations, again::

CTO_Augustus says:
@::walking down corridor to the brig::

Host SBXO_Structh says:
@ ::Fuming to himself on the Starbase about the arrogance of the Starfleet personnel::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::In Main Engineering, coordinating repairs::

Host Captain-Affleck says:
$::Pacing in the transporter room, anxious to return to the QIb::

FCO_Ranahi says:
::sat back at his console, glad that he has managed to escape the Klingon::

OPS_Mayfair says:
::in turbolift, going to Main Engeeniring::

CTO_Augustus says:
@::walks into the brig area::

XO_Gleisen says:
@::arrives at Ops and finds the SBXO:: SBXO: Sir, with your permission I'd like to see the security tapes from the cargo bay for the day the captain was murdered.

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: Prisoner K'Lang where are you?

Host K`Lang says:
@::sits brooding in the cell::

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: I am here

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: Did you give a statement to the SBXO as of yett?

Agememnom_Transporter_Chief says:
$ Affleck: We're in range and ready sir.

OPS_Mayfair says:
::exits TL and walks into ME::

Host Captain-Affleck says:
$::Nods to the TR Cheif and steps up onto the TR Pad waiting to return to the QIb::

Agememnom_Transporter_Chief says:
$ ::Gets permission and beams Captain Affleck to the QIb's TR1::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::sees OPS walk in and excuses himself from the group of Klingons he was talking to::

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: What happened?  I need you to tell me again and in detail try not to forget anything, in detail

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: No, I just gave him some good advice

Host SBXO_Structh says:
@ XO: Yes. But there are two sets of the tapes ... I'm not sure if they'll be of any use to you. ::Goes to a nearby console::

CEO_Q`tor says:
OPS: Commander Mayfair, may I help you?

OPS_Mayfair says:
CEO: I'm ready to help What do you want me to do??

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: And what might that have been

XO_Gleisen says:
@ ::follows behind Structh as he brings up the tapes::

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Beams to the TR1 of the QIb, home sweet home, to be faced by the Transporter Chief of the QIb::

Host SBXO_Structh says:
@ ::Puts in specific codes ... and two small discs appear in an adjacent replicator, he hands them to the XO::

QIb_Transporter_Chief says:
CO: Welcome back, sir.

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: I was on watch duty ::scowls::: a menial task for a warrior, but one I was assigned,  at 21:30 hours I came up to the cargo bay and discovered that the door was unlocked and decided to investigate and make sure nothing was wrong.

CEO_Q`tor says:
OPS: If you could assist some of the repair crews, their not familiar with many of the Star Fleet changes that have been added to the ship

CTO_Augustus says:
@*XO*: Did you ge tthe tapes as of yet sir?

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Steps off the Pad:: Chief: Thanks, Good to be back. ::heads for the door::

XO_Gleisen says:
@ ::takes the discs:: SBXO: Thank you. ::turns to leave Ops::

FCO_Ranahi says:
::running simulations, checking that the repairs have, in fact, been successful::

OPS_Mayfair says:
CEO: Ok ::smiles::

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: Upon entry the first thing I noticed was the odour and the fact that the lights were not working properly. Using my hand torch I began to investigate with my Bath'leth ready

XO_Gleisen says:
@ *CTO*: Yes I just got them. Unless you want to look over them yourself right away, I'll head back to the QIb and try to fix them up to be of some use.

Host SBXO_Structh says:
@ ::Watches the XO exit::

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Walks down the gloomy corridors of the QIb, and into a TL:: TL: Bridge!

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: You were on patrol, found a CB unlocked, smelled something and were ready for combat with youur Bat'leth

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: It was during the course of this that I found the body , which the tapes will show was behind a stack of crates. I checked for a pulse and reported in immediately

OPS_Mayfair says:
CEO: Any specific group?? Or I just choose the most pretty group of Klingons??

Turbolift says:
Vrrooom, Vrum, Grummm, Brummm, Vrroooom...

CTO_Augustus says:
@*XO*: thank you sir.  Do you still have your security with you?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::still asleep::

XO_Gleisen says:
@ ::gets in the TL and heads down to the deck the QIb's docking connection tube is on:: *CTO*: Yes I do. ::looks back at the two burly guys standing behind him::

CEO_Q`tor says:
OPS: If you could assist with the repairs to the sensors

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::tosses and turns in his bed, splashing in a pool of sweat::

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: I then secured the crime sceen and requested that a camera team be sent down to take holographic tapes of the crime sceen

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Waits patiently in the TL as it speeds up to the Bridge::

OPS_Mayfair says:
CEO: OK

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::wakes up with a look of intense fear::  BRINA!!

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Computer, time.

XO_Gleisen says:
@ ::crosses back onto the QIb and then dismisses the security guys. They turn back around and head back to the base::

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: He was behind some crates and report it.  did you look for evidence of a struggle?  I am concerned that you may have been seeet up

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: The way he was killed was most dishonorable, it was evident that he was knifed in the back

Computer says:
CSO: The time is 1000 hrs

XO_Gleisen says:
::walks down the hall to the TL and gets in:: TL: Bridge.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Two hours late,  oh sh..crap.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::jumps up, stripping as he goes to the sonic shower::

XO_Gleisen says:
::taps his commbadge:: *CSO*: Gleisen to Yamamoto. Please report to the bridge.

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Steps out off the TL onto the bridge, taking a long look around, undermanned and a bit of a mess... walks across the bridge, ignoring what crew are there, headed for the Ready Room Door.::

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: I understand through the back with a knife.  Was the weapon there and what type of a knife?  Klingon or other?

OPS_Mayfair says:
::goes to the Main sensor array::

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Enters the Ready Room, Pads strewn accross the desk but takes a seat anyway and pulls up a report on the QIb's systems::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::pokes his head out of the shower:: *XO*:  uhm... ::voice breaking:: be right there sir.

XO_Gleisen says:
::arrives on the bridge just as AJ walks off it. He still is not aware the CO is back::

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: Well , no warrior dies peacefully, but the lack of signs of much of a struggle somewhat surprised me. Like they caught him totally unawares. I would hate to think the CO was too much into his bloodwine, but it was that or he was drugged.

FCO_Ranahi says:
::notices someone enter, then leave, then someone else enter::

FCO_Ranahi says:
XO: Commander, I'm sorry, I thought it was you who just entered before you.

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: Are you sure?  Could he have been at ease with his assailant?

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: I would guess it was a dagger or a Dak'Tagh

XO_Gleisen says:
::sits down at Science one and pops in the first disc, hoping for a crystal clear image of the SBCO and his attacker, but expecting a field of black::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::throws on his uniform, sprints down the corridor to the TL, hopping through the door while putting on his shoes::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
TL: Bridge.

XO_Gleisen says:
::turns around to Flight Control, not sure what he's talking about:: FCO: Uhh...ok. Apoligy accepted.

Host Captain-Affleck says:
Replicater: Raqtageno, black, double sweet.

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: That may have been the case as well, or with a confederate of his attacker, so pre-occupied that he didn't notice what was coming

FCO_Ranahi says:
XO: In that case, sir, I have a feeling the Captain may be back on board, and we missed it.  ::gulps::

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Gets up and gets the cup of coffee that appears in the replicator before sitting back down and drinking the sweet, steaming coffee.

CTO_Augustus says:
@*XO*: Sir I will need the CO's body moved to the Qlb for a complete autopsy and investigation.  Can you see if Q'Tor might be able to assist with protocols of this?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::enters the bridge, still finishing getting dressed, dark circles under his eyes::

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: I believe our Med staff has filed their autopsy results in the databanks

XO_Gleisen says:
FCO: Uh oh... ::taps comm badge to see if he is actually back:: *CO*: Gleisen to Affleck?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
XO: Lt. Yamamoto reporting for duty, sir.

XO_Gleisen says:
CSO: Excellent. Lieutenant, you know of the situation on the base, correct?

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Sipping coffee as he's interupted by the comm::

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: I believe I covered many of the bases you need for the investigation

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: Did, or rather do you honor your CO's life K'Lang?

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Sighs:: *XO* Yes, commander?

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: I did not know the man, but I respected his position

XO_Gleisen says:
*CO*: Ah. Welcome back sir, we didn't know you had arrived.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::continuing with repairs to the warp coil::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
XO: Uhm, no sir, I was...er...I overslept.

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: All I want to do is to ensure that what the cause of death was and if he was drugged be discovered so as I can find the assailant, OK?

Host Captain-Affleck says:
*XO* Thank You Commander. ::Coldly continues:: Would you step into the ready room please?

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Takes another sip of his coffee::

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: I understand

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: that is why I asked the Medical staff to do the autopsy

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CO*: Skipper, I need a private channel to you and secured

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Leans back a bit in his chair, holding the nice warm coffee in his hands::

OPS_Mayfair says:
::arrives to the main sensor array and sees a group of big Klingons attemting to do repairs::

Host K`Lang says:
@::scowls:: Some drugs that petaQ use disapates rapidly

XO_Gleisen says:
CSO: Ok...::cut off by the CO:: 
Self ::aside:: Uh oh... 
FCO: Mr Ranahi, could you please fill in Mr Yamamoto on the situation. 
::hands Akira the discs:: CSO: Once you know what your looking for, try to find it on here, ok? ::to both:: And now, I have to go and face the music for the damage, if you'll excuse me. ::turns and heads to the RR::

XO_Gleisen says:
::stops outside the RR and takes a deep breath, then hits the chime button::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
XO: ::confused:: Uhm..yes sir.

Host Captain-Affleck says:
*CTO* Can it wait?

FCO_Ranahi says:
XO: Me, sir?

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Keeps the XO waiting while he talks to the CTO::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
FCO: Ok...so what'd I miss?

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: What was the results of the autopsy?

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CO*: Sir I can hold for a few but I need assistancce

FCO_Ranahi says:
CSO: Um, I don't know, sir.  Where did you leave off?

Host Captain-Affleck says:
*CTO* I will get back to you in a few minutes.

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CO*: Aye sir

CSO_Yamamoto says:
FCO: We docked, my shift ended, I went to sleep and woke up two hours late for my shift.

XO_Gleisen says:
::turns around, obviously he'll be waiting a bit:: CSO: Ok here's the deal. The base's CO was found murdered the other day, knife in the back. They only have one suspect, and this tape is all the evidance they have. Try to find any pictures of the murder on that disc, and let me and Gladius know as soon as you do.

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Takes a sip of the coffee then cradles it in his hands:: XO: Enter.

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: Do you know who I am K'Lang

CSO_Yamamoto says:
FCO: So why are we searching internal sensor logs?

FCO_Ranahi says:
CSO: Oh, well, um...we're running some simulations now, sir.  Most of the repairs are going as planned, I think.

XO_Gleisen says:
::hits the open door button and walks in:: CO: Hello, sir.

Host Captain-Affleck says:
XO: Commander. ::Nods::

FCO_Ranahi says:
CSO: Um, well sir, um....::checks his console::  I think we're checking security tapes from the base.  There's been a murder, I think.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
FCO: You...THINK?

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: I presume you are the supposed "neutral Party" that has been sent to investigate. Word of warning, this base has many factions, I have learned this much in my short time here, some hate the XO and hold him at fault, others are on his side and still others elsewhere

Host Captain-Affleck says:
XO: To be blunt, and though I'd preffer not to be so cold hearted: Can you please explain to me why this ship is in the state it is?

OPS_Mayfair says:
::looks over the Klingon's work::

FCO_Ranahi says:
CSO: Well, sir... I...I was in Engineering when it happened.  I was a little....um....preoccupied courtesy of Mr. Q'Tor, sir.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
FCO: Ok, so we have a murder, maybe, and that would make us forensic detectives.  Hmm. Interesting.

XO_Gleisen says:
CO: Yes sir. ::thinks for a minute on how to put this:: The Val`Tar and its friend the Varn, they had the ability to stop whatever that thing was that destroyed so many lives two months ago.

FCO_Ranahi says:
CSO: Well, sir, you're the Chief Science Officer, maybe you could work on that.

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: I see. That's not exactly what I meant.  I am the CTO of the IKS Qlb.  Yes I am a neutral party, however I am going to release you into my custody.  I will hold you honour bound to me and my family.  You will either swear to it or sit here. Your choice

XO_Gleisen says:
CO: ::continuing:: We had the ability to gather very important tactical information from their fight, an oppurtunity that we most likely will never have again.

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: I will hold you and your family in honour, but I will always serve my house first

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: Lieutenant I need your assistance

XO_Gleisen says:
CO: I made the decision to stay behind and try to gather as much information as we could on that thing. We were at the extreme range of our sensors from the fight.

CEO_Q`tor says:
*CTO*: Q'tor here, what do you need?

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: And you will swear to my adopted family as well so wait a minute.

OPS_Mayfair says:
::starts working with them::

XO_Gleisen says:
CO: Unfortunately, it was a bit more, well, intense than I had guessed and we ended up getting rocked pretty hard. We still haven't been able to get the sensor logs out of the computer, either. ::looks down at the floor::

Host Captain-Affleck says:
XO: Very Well. How long are the repairs going to take?

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: Then here I will sit

XO_Gleisen says:
CO: Initial estimates put the repairs at two weeks sir.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
FCO: Well, could you at least tell me who the possible victim is so we can find a possible suspect?

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: Buddy I am releasing K'Lang into my custody he is the suspect, but he also found the body of the SBCO I want him to swear his loyalty to you and your family as well if you dont mind

Host Captain-Affleck says:
XO: Anything else I should be aware of?

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: So I have no honour in your eyes?  This Klingon family is my family I have hunted targh there and have killed there, you deny me this?

XO_Gleisen says:
CO: Yes sir. As soon as we arrived the base commander requested that Gladius and myself come over to meet him. He has asked for our help in solving a murder onboard the base. Their CO was stabbed in the back.

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: I did not say that , but no man can serve two houses with honor

Host Captain-Affleck says:
XO: How's the investigation coming along?

CEO_Q`tor says:
*CTO*: Unneccessary. You need only hold him honour bound that he will not try to escape, or do anything else that will dishonour himself or his house

XO_Gleisen says:
    CO: Slowly sir. We still don't have a good solid lead, unless Gladius has come up with something just recently. Right now he is running the investigation from over there. Yamamoto and Ranahi are looking over sensor logs as we speak.

Host Captain-Affleck says:
CO: Very well commander, unless there is anything else...?

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: Do you say that serve 2 houses, I serve the Qlb a klingon vessel, my name is Augustus, I honour my father by this but my blood boils like yours for the hunt and the kill

XO_Gleisen says:
CO: No sir.

FCO_Ranahi says:
::checks his console::  CSO: Uh, the Station Commander, sir.

Host Captain-Affleck says:
XO: Dismissed.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::sigh:: Great

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: Thank you Q'Tor

CSO_Yamamoto says:
FCO: Well lets start with the autopsy report

XO_Gleisen says:
::turns and exits the RR, feeling the guilt about the near destruction of the QIb again::

FCO_Ranahi says:
CSO: Lieutenant, I've not been involved in anything to do with the murder so far, maybe you can check with the Commander when he has finished with the Captain?

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Sits up in seat a bit straighter and then stands as the XO leaves::

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'lang: You heard I hold you honour bound you will not escape or hinder this investigation, Do you agree?

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: I will swear this far, that I will not try to escape, nor work against you for the duration of this investigation. This killer must die!!!!

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Straightens uniform and exits the RR for the bridge, taking his coffee with him::

XO_Gleisen says:
::arrives back on the bridge and heads over to sciences:: CSO/FCO: Sorry about that. Found anything yet?

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Steps back into the bridge and picks up a padd from one of the console. Then goes over to tactical and places his coffee on top of the Tac Console::

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: So be it then::releases force field::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
XO: Some trace chemicals in the autopsy report.

Host K`Lang says:
@::Steps out:: CTO : May I be armed ?

XO_Gleisen says:
::nods:: CSO: Nothing else so far?

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: Let's go, first to the Qlb.  Armed? with what?

OPS_Mayfair says:
::keeps working on the repairs of the sensors::

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Starts to collect some info on the Ships status then picks up his coffee and moves on::

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: Just my Bat'leth and Dak'Tagh

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: A distruptor no, not yet. However, with your dak'tagh yes.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
XO: Not yet.  The chemicals point to an assassination not a passion slaying

FCO_Ranahi says:
::glad that Gleisen has returned, returns to his simulations::

Host K`Lang says:
@::goes to the property locker and picks up a beautifully wrought weapon::

XO_Gleisen says:
CSO: Alright. Bring up the video logs from the cargo bay.

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: Bat'leth, no not on my ship; however I may consider it shortly

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: Understood, I am ready

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Goes to Mission Ops and starts collecting Flight Logs from the past month::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
XO: Aye, sir.  What is the time index?  Just to narrow it down.

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: Lets go then, you lead right to the docking tube

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: Get your dagger from the security guard

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::presses some buttons on the console::

Host K`Lang says:
@CTO: What bay did you dock in ?

XO_Gleisen says:
::thinks for a minute, stumped:: CSO: It was two days ago, and if I recall correctly he was found around 1500.

CEO_Q`tor says:
*XO*: Sir, Lt Q'tor here, I have an update on the repairs

XO_Gleisen says:
::stands back from science for a minute as Akira works:: *CEO*: Go ahead lieutenant.

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: Number 3

Host K`Lang says:
@::nods and leads off::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
XO: Ok.  Pulling up record tapes from 1500.  Computer, play at 2X normal speed.

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CO*: Captain this is Augustus

XO_Gleisen says:
::snaps his fingers:: CSO: 2130 hours. Thats when he was found.

OPS_Mayfair says:
::gives the klingons some more instructions and head back to ME::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Computer, pause playback.

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Sighs:: *CTO* Yes Lieutenant?

CEO_Q`tor says:
*XO*: Sir, we have main warp power back online, however, the warp nacelle is still in the process of being replaced

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Computer, advance to 2130.30.  Play in reverse to 1900 at 2X speed.

XO_Gleisen says:
*CEO*: Very good. Whats your best estimate on when repair to the engines will be completed?

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CO*: Sorry sir, just a quick update.  I have released K'Lang into my custody and we aare returning to the Qlb currently

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::watches events fly past::  Computer continue to 1500 and enhance.

Host K`Lang says:
@::enters TL ::

Host Captain-Affleck says:
*CTO* Very Well, Lieutenant, keep me posted.

CTO_Augustus says:
@::follows K'Lang::

CEO_Q`tor says:
*XO*: That's still 10 days to 2 weeks away sir.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::at 1630, watches the lifeless body of the SB CO fall up and then the lights go out ::

Host K`Lang says:
@TL: Docking bay 3

XO_Gleisen says:
::overhears the CO/CTO conversation:: CO: Sir, the SB XO may not approve of this...

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Scratches head wondering just how Augustus knows where he is all the time and how he knows he's back::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Computer, pause playback

CSO_Yamamoto says:
XO: There sir.

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Shakes the thought off and continues working::

XO_Gleisen says:
::turns and stares at the screen:: Computer: Continue playback, regular speed.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::pauses the playback just as the lights go backup::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
XO:  There sir, the lights were off, then go back on and he falls

CTO_Augustus says:
@*XO*: Sir I need a Security squad at the docking tube and your presence would be nice, maybe even CEO Q'Tor as well

Host Captain-Affleck says:
XO: They'll have to accept it.

OPS_Mayfair says:
::enters ME again::

Host K`Lang says:
@::leaves the TL and walks towards the Docking bay ::

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Exits the bridge via the aft main access door and enters a TL:: TL: Main Engineering.

XO_Gleisen says:
::frowns as the lights play tricks on them:: Self: Goddamnit. CSO: See what you can do to inhance that section of tape. We have to see who it was.

Host K`Lang says:
@::Scratches:::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Computer, overlay Infrared recording of time events onto time index 1500 to 1630 and playback

CEO_Q`tor says:
::goes to computer console and attempts to bring up sensor logs of the shockwave that damaged the ship::

XO_Gleisen says:
*CTO*: Acknowledged. ::motions to the security guard on the bridge to come with him::

Computer says:
No infrared data recored for time specified

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: wait a moment please

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Ahhh.

XO_Gleisen says:
::gets in the TL and heads for the docking hatch:: *CEO*: Q`tor, if you can spare a minute Mr Augustus is bringing back a guest from the base, and has requested your presence at the docking hatch.

OPS_Mayfair says:
CEO: Well Lt some of the sensors are back online they are rewiring the rest as we speak

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Computer, do we have audio for the time period in question?

Host K`Lang says:
@::stops and looks around at the CTO :: Very well

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Arrives just outside ME and steps out into the corridor and heads straight into ME::

XO_Gleisen says:
::arrives at the hatch with security::

XO_Gleisen says:
*CTO*: Security and I are in position.

CTO_Augustus says:
@*XO*: I am coming now are you readdy

CEO_Q`tor says:
*XO*: Aye sir. OPS: Thank you Commander, could you see if you can recover any of our sensor readings from the blast that caused all the damage?

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang: Head right to the XO and dont stop dont talk just go

CEO_Q`tor says:
::heads off for the docking hatch::

Host K`Lang says:
@::goes towards the being indicated ::

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::looks around ME for someone::

OPS_Mayfair says:
CEO: Ok I'll do that from my office. Can you transfer the data there please?

XO_Gleisen says:
::watches down the connecting tube as Gladius and K`Lang come towards him::

CTO_Augustus says:
@::follows K'Lang but watches everthing especially SB Security::

Host K`Lang says:
@::stops short of the XO ::

OPS_Mayfair says:
::goes to her office to work on the recovery of the data::

XO_Gleisen says:
::security is standing behind him, with their phasers drawn::

CEO_Q`tor says:
Computer: Computer transfer all sensor data from the last mission to OPS

CTO_Augustus says:
@K'Lang:  Just keep going

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Stops CEO in his track:: CEO: Lieutenant.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: Sir

Host K`Lang says:
@::shrugs and walks into the XO ::

CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: It is good to have you back sir

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: You may want to let the SBXO know that we have him ::points to K'Lang::

XO_Gleisen says:
::jumps back as the great big Klingon nearly bowls him over::

Host Captain-Affleck says:
CEO: I'd like your best guess of how long repairs will take without giving yourself a measurable comfort time.

CTO_Augustus says:
::grabs at K'Lang::

XO_Gleisen says:
CTO: Yea, I think that's a pretty good idea. ::looking K`Lang up and down::

CTO_Augustus says:
K'Lang:: A little respect now

Host K`Lang says:
::stands there passively ::

XO_Gleisen says:
CTO: A word, please?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Computer, give me background research on the SB CO.  I need specific information regarding his House and political affiliation in the Council

XO_Gleisen says:
::steps back a bit, out of the earshot of K`Lang but with him still in sight::

CTO_Augustus says:
K'Lang: Hold up

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir?

CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: Sir the Base repair teams have informed me that replacement of the damaged warp nacelle will take approximately two weeks. We are doing our best to speed things up as much as possible. As for the other ships systems, those repairs will be complete by the end of the week sir

Host Captain-Affleck says:
CEO: Good, I'd like to get out of here ASAP.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: Understood sir

Host Captain-Affleck says:
CEO: But I'd like you to see if you can't 'encourage' the SB Engineers to trim it down to a week if possible.

Computer says:
CSO: House of Distaff, political supporters of Chairman Gowran.  Related by marriage

XO_Gleisen says:
CTO: Lieutenant, was it really wise of you to not only take him out of his cell but to arm him as well? He's our only witness, and right now he's our only suspect as well. ::quietly::

CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: Aye sir, but they are awaiting the arrival of a new warp nacelle

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Why do you think I armed him?  He is our only witness, I need to try and keep him alive. Besides he is set on revenge

Host Captain-Affleck says:
CEO: See if you can speed it along a bit

XO_Gleisen says:
CTO: True, but I assume you'll have security on him 24/7. They'd both be armed, and won't be stiff and weak from sitting in a Klingon cell for almost 60 hours.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: I will do my best sir

Host Captain-Affleck says:
CEO: Very Well, Carry on.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: I need to see those videos. Have you viewed them yet?  I also was wondering if we might be able to get transport logs in and off the SB during the time period in question and some other things as well

CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: Aye sir

XO_Gleisen says:
CTO: Just, don't give him any more privaledges than necessary, ok?

CEO_Q`tor says:
::continues on to meet the XO and CTO::

Host Captain-Affleck says:
::Exits ME for the Airlock to SB To talk to the Station Commander::

XO_Gleisen says:
CTO: About the security tapes. The murder is on their, yes, but right at the moment of it the lights go down, then come back up. Akira is working on it right now.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
FCO: See if you can patch into the SB computer and see who would have access the the chemicals found in the dead CO's system.  Are they available normally on the station?

XO_Gleisen says:
CTO: And all the sensor logs, including transports, are on the discs the base XO gave us.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir do you really think that 60 hours would make him weak? ::smiles at the XO:: Anyway I think its something more in depth.

FCO_Ranahi says:
CSO: Um, sir.....I'm a pilot.......::trying not to get himself into trouble::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Was there a power shortage on base?

CTO_Augustus says:
K'Lang: You didn't mention a power shortage during your rounds

XO_Gleisen says:
::nods:: CTO: Just, keep his privaledges to a minimum, ok? Unless theres anything else...?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
FCO:  Just ask  the computer for the information.  That why we have voice command interfaces

XO_Gleisen says:
:;shakes his head:: CTO: No power shortage. It was done by design.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: I won't sir, and yes he will have security. He has sworn his honour to me so he is honourbound to me

FCO_Ranahi says:
CSO: Um, yes, sir.....::tries it::

CTO_Augustus says:
K'Lang: K'Lang was there a power shortage on your shift?

CEO_Q`tor says:
::arrives at the CTO and XO's location::

CTO_Augustus says:
::watches Q'Tor approach and alters his stance slightly to run interference if necessary::

Host K`Lang says:
CTO: Power shortages are not uncommon from time to time, but not during  the time the murder occurred, there was however, one about 1600

XO_Gleisen says:
::nods his head:: CTO: Very well. Just remember that you're playing with fire here: if he finds the murderer, he'll most likely try to kill him, in the name of revenge. That would be most unfortunate, and would probably affect you as well. Just remember anything he does will be held accountable by you. Dismissed.

FCO_Ranahi says:
CSO: Sir, the narcotic is contained in their sickbay, but it's all accounted for.  As for everything else, there's no record of them being in the inventory, although some of the chemicals are present in plants taken from the arboretum.

Host K`Lang says:
CTO: That was why we had orders to check all cargo bays

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Aye sir, and sir not without me he wont ::smiles at the XO again::

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: How you doing Buddy?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
FCO: Thanks.  Now we just have to find the connection.

FCO_Ranahi says:
CSO: Yes, sir.  ::under his breath::  Good luck.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CTO: I am well. Is there something I can assist you with?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Computer, give me a list of the entire SB roster and compliment, include geneological information.
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